An aircraft comprising a Channel Wing having blown channel circulation control wings (CCW) for various functions. The blown channel CCW includes a channel that has a rounded or near-round trailing edge. The channel further has a trailing-edge slot that is adjacent to the rounded trailing edge of the channel. The trailing-edge slot has an inlet connected to a source of pressurized air and is capable of tangentially discharging pressurized air over the rounded trailing edge. The aircraft further has a propeller that is located in the channel and ahead of the rounded trailing edge of the channel. The propeller provides a propeller thrust exhaust stream across the channel wing to propel the aircraft through the air and to provide high lift. The pressurized air being discharged over the rounded trailing edge provides a high lift that is obtained independent of an aircraft angle of attack, thus preventing the asymmetry, separated flow, and stall experienced by the CC wing at the high angle of attack it required for high lift generation. The aircraft can further include blown outboard circulation control wings (CCW) that are synergistically connected to the blown channel CCWs. The blown outboard CCWs provide additional high lift, control thrust/drag interchange, and can provide all three aerodynamic moments when differential blowing is applied front-to-rear or left-to-right. Both the blown channel CCW and the outboard CCW also have leading-edge blowing slots to prevent flow separation or to provide aerodynamic moments for control.
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* cited by examiner
This application claims priority to copending U.S. provisional application entitled, "Blown Channel-Wing System For Thrust Deflection And Aerodynamic Force/Moment Generation," having Ser. No. 60/478,186, filed on Jun. 13, 2003, which is entirely incorporated herein by reference.

The invention described herein was made in the performance of work under a NASA contract and by an employee of the United States Government and is subject to the provisions of Public Law 96-517 (35 U.S.C. 202) and may be manufactured and used by or for the Government for governmental purposes without the payment of any royalties thereon or therefore. In accordance with 35 U.S.C. 202, the contractor elected to retain title.

The U.S. government has a paid-up license in this invention and the right in limited circumstances to require the patent owner to license others on reasonable terms as provided for by the terms of Grant No. NAG-1-02075 awarded by the Langley Research Center of the National Aeronautics and Space Administration of the U.S.

The present invention is generally related to aerodynamic force and moment generation systems, and, more particularly, is related to wings of a powered-lift aircraft with each wing including a channel, a rounded trailing edge, a propeller installed in the channel to provide thrust and powered lift to the aircraft, and a slot or slots adjacent the rounded trailing edge of the wings that discharge pressurized air over the rounded trailing edge.

The ability to achieve Super STOL or VSTOL capability with fixed-wing aircraft has long been an attractive goal in the aerospace community. There are numerous benefits associated with very-short-to-zero-field-length operations of non-rotary-wing aircraft such as the development of a simple/reliable/efficient personal and business-sized Super STOL or VSTOL aircraft operating from remote or small sites as well as increasingly dense urban environments, or a military transport operating from small sites.

A Channel Wing (ChW) powered-lift aircraft provides some characteristics of Super STOL or VSTOL. Through use of the propeller slipstream, the Channel Wing developed by Willard Custer was able to achieve significant lift coefficient and efficient downward thrust deflection without varying the high-lift configuration geometry. The ChW aircraft places the propeller at the very trailing edge of the 180-degree arc circular channel in the wing. This location of the propeller and the propeller's inflow field increase the velocity over the channel's upper surface and augment the circulation and lift there in much the same manner as a moveable mechanical flap. Lift is also augmented by the deflected thrust slipstream behind the channel. However, the thrust deflection on this ChW aircraft itself was very limited until the channel was tilted to very high angle of attack, and this severely limited a pilot's visibility. This also caused severe flow separations and asymmetries, and flight control became very difficult if at all possible at these conditions.

Another way to achieve Super STOL or VSTOL is to implement an outboard Circulation Control Wing/Upper Surface Blowing (CCW/USB) system that has high jet-induced thrust deflection. Typically, this CCW/USB system includes an engine and exhaust nozzle over the wing that squashes a circular jet thrust into a flattened exhaust stream. The CCW/USB system further includes a flat wing that has a trailing-edge slot and a rounded trailing edge. The trailing-edge slot is placed adjacent and along the rounded trailing edge. The trailing-edge slot discharges pressurized air over the rounded trailing edge. The pressurized air that is discharged over the rounded trailing edge remains attached to the rounded trailing edge by balancing reduced static pressure with centrifugal force of a curving jet. The pressurized air produces negative pressure (suction) along the rounded trailing edge. When the flattened thrust stream passes over the upper surface of the rounded trailing edge, it is entrained into the pressurized air and is deflected, which provides a thrust deflection (and even a thrust reversal) and the associated high lift.

A related concept employing the Circulation Control Wing (CCW) alone was also developed earlier than the CCW/USB system. This CCW is typically a flat wing that employs a slot blowing tangentially over a rounded or near-rounded trailing edge similar to the CCW/USB system, but without the engine and exhaust nozzle located on the wing's upper surface. This CCW alone uses jet turning to entrain the wing's flow field and augment its circulation lift. It also can employ a leading-edge slot blowing to keep the wing leading edge flow field from separating and also to control the airfoil/wing pitching moment.

From the above, it can be appreciated that it would be desirable to have an improved Channel Wing aircraft that eliminates many of the asymmetry, aircraft control, efficiency (liftdrag ratio), and flow separation problems which were found to be inherent in the original Channel Wing configuration, particularly taking advantage of the Circulation Control (CC) Wing and CCW/USB system technology.
SUMMARY

Embodiments of the present invention provide a pneumatic (blown) powered-lift aircraft that has a very high augmentation of propulsive and aerodynamic forces allowing very low flight speed and very short takeoff/landing distances and the capability to control moments allowing flight control at these very low speeds (normally a serious problem for Super STOL or VTOL aircraft). Because of controllability and quick response times, safety of flight is greatly enhanced. Also, the ability to interchange thrust (needed for takeoff and climb) and drag (needed for STOL approach) is provided without moving parts. Because of the Super STOL or VTOL capabilities, an aircraft can use small runways or landing pads. Also, the location of the propeller in this aircraft ahead of the channel trailing edge and behind its leading edge substantially eliminates propeller noise perception on the ground and substantially shields passengers on the ground from propeller contact.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

Many aspects of the present disclosure can be better understood with reference to the following drawings. The components in the drawings are not necessarily to scale, emphasis instead being placed upon clearly illustrating the principles of the present invention. Moreover, in the drawings, like reference numerals designate corresponding parts throughout the several views.

FIG. 1 illustrates a perspective view of an embodiment of an aircraft having a Channel Wing that includes a blown channel Circulation Control Wing and a blown outboard Circulation Control Wing.

FIG. 2 is a fragmentary section view of an embodiment of the blown channel Circulation Control Wing shown in FIG. 1 having a thrust deflection downstream of the trailing edge.

FIG. 3 is a fragmentary section view of an embodiment of the blown channel Circulation Control Wing shown in FIG. 1 having vertical takeoff and landing (VTOL) capability due to vertical slipstream deflection and even thrust reversal capability.

FIG. 4 is a cross section view of an embodiment of the blown outboard Circulation Control Wing shown in FIG. 1.

FIG. 5 is a cross section view of an alternative embodiment of the outboard channel Circulation Control Wing shown in FIGS. 1 and 4.

FIG. 6 is a front view of an embodiment of an aircraft shown in FIG. 1 having pressurized air that is discharged from both the blown channel Circulation Control Wing and the blown outboard Circulation Control Wing.

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENT

Disclosed herein are apparatuses that include a channel circulation control wing system incorporated into a Channel Wing (ChW) configuration. The apparatus is one of a combined, integrated Pneumatic (blown) Channel Wing VTOL and Super Short Takeoff and Landing (Super STOL) aircraft, varying all aerodynamic and powered lift characteristics merely by varying air pressure or air flow, without any external moving parts. Further, because of its aerodynamic and powered-lift characteristics, the aircraft eliminates many of the asymmetry, aircraft control and flow separation problems which were found to be inherent in the original channel wing configuration. The aircraft combines an unblown channel wing, a blown channel wing circulation control wing (CCW), and a blown outboard CCW to give far greater lift and control than any of the individual wing elements and is controlled by blowing air without any moving parts other than the propeller in the channel.

Referring now in more detail to the figures in which like reference numerals identify corresponding parts, FIG. 1 illustrates a perspective view of an embodiment of an aircraft that includes a Channel Wing (ChW) having a blown channel Circulation Control Wing and a blown outboard Circulation Control Wing. The aircraft 1 includes a Channel Wing 3 that has a channel 5 and an outboard wing 13. The Channel Wing 3 further includes an engine 9 that can be connected with struts 11 to the inside of the 180-degree arc of the channel 5 of the wing 3. The engine 9 is further connected with and drives the propeller 7, which is preferably located in the channel 5 of the wing 3. The channel 5 includes a trailing-edge slot(s) 15 that discharges pressur-
ized air 19 and a trailing edge 17 that is substantially rounded. The channel 5 further includes a leading-edge slot (not shown) that discharges pressurized air (not shown). The channel section of the wing 3 can be referred to as a blown channel Circulation Control Wing (CCW) 10, which is described in relation to FIGS. 2 and 3.

The outboard wing 13 includes a leading-edge slot 36, a trailing-edge slot 31, and a rounded trailing edge 33. The leading-edge slot 36 and the trailing-edge slot 31 discharge pressurized air 41, 43. The outboard section of the wing 3 can be referred to as a blown outboard Circulation Control Wing (CCW) 12, which is described in relation to FIGS. 4 and 5.

FIG. 2 is a fragmentary section view of an embodiment of the blown channel Circulation Control Wing (CCW) shown in FIG. 1 having a thrust deflection and thus powered-lift capability. The blown channel CCW 10 includes a channel 5. The blown channel CCW 10 includes an air supply plenum 21, a trailing-edge slot 15 and a trailing edge 17 that is substantially rounded. The trailing edge slot 15 is located adjacent to and tangential along the rounded trailing edge 17. This trailing edge does not have to be round, but can be an airfoil with tangent angles such as shown in FIGS. 19 and 30. The air supply plenum 21 is connected to an inlet (not shown) connected to an air source (not shown) that discharges pressurized air 19 through the trailing edge slot 15 issuing a circulation control jet sheet 19 at a blowing rate over the rounded trailing edge 17.

The deflected thrust 23 is entrained into the near vertical position of the pressurized air 19 and is deflected at an angle 22' approximately 85–95 degrees for lifting the aircraft weight by thrust 23. By increasing blowing 19', the deflected thrust 23' can turn at an angle 22' approximately 165° and thus provide a thrust reversal 23'' that is obtained independent of an aircraft angle of attack, thus preventing the asymmetry, separated flow, and stall experienced by the conventional Channel Wing at the high angle of attack it required for high-lift generation.

In short, as shown in FIGS. 2 and 3, due to entainment from the pressurized air 19 of the channel-trailing-edge slot 15, the propeller thrust 23 can be deflected pneumatically to thrust angles 22 from 0 to 165 degrees or more from the horizontal plane 14. The deflection of the propeller thrust in the channel 5 allows for SuperSTOL or Vertical Takeoff and Landing (VTOL) operation at low angle of attack.

FIG. 4 is a cross section view of an embodiment of the blown outboard Circulation Control Wing (CCW) 12 shown in FIG. 1. The blown outboard CCW 12 includes an outboard wing 13, a trailing-edge slot 31 and a trailing edge 33 that is substantially rounded. The slot 31 and the edge 33 of the blown outboard CCW 12 can extend to the slot 15 and the edge 17, respectively, of the blown channel CCW 10. The discharging pressurized air 19, 43 of the trailing-edge slots 15, 31 from the blown channel CCW 10 and the blown outboard CCW 12 can be controlled independently and/or in combination. The outboard-trailing-edge slot 31 is adjacent and tangential along the rounded trailing edge 33 of the blown outboard CCW 12 similar to the placement of the trailing-edge slot 15 and the rounded trailing edge 17 of the blown channel CCW 10. The trailing-edge slot 31 of the blown outboard CCW 12 is capable of tangentially discharging pressurized air 43 over the rounded trailing edge 33 of the blown outboard CCW 12 to provide further augmented aerodynamic forces plus moments for trim and for stability & control. This provides additional control moments and higher lift, and the addition of higher drag to offset propeller thrust when needed to slow the aircraft when making SuperSTOL approaches down steep glide slopes.

The blown outboard CCW 12 further includes a leading-edge blowing slot 36 that is installed to prevent leading-edge
separation on this high-lift wing, as well as to provide controllable pitching moment by differential front/rear slot blowing. The leading-edge slot 36 of the blown outboard CCW 12 can extend to the slot 34 of the blown channel CCW 10. The discharging pressurized air 30, 41 from the leading-edge slots 34, 36 from the blown channel CCW 10 and the blown outboard CCW 12 can be controlled independently and/or in combination. The leading-edge slots 34, 36 discharge pressurized air 30, 41 at the leading edge of both the channel 5 and the outboard wing 13 of the wing 3 such that the discharging pressurized air 30, 41 from the leading-edge slots 34, 36 create a suction at the leading edge, which thus provides a nose-up pitching moment to trim out a nose-down moment that is caused by the discharging pressurized air 19, 43 at the trailing edge of the CC wing.

It should be noted that the slots 15, 34, 31, 36 can be a continuously opening that extends tangentially along the leading and trailing edges. In an alternative embodiment, the slots 15, 34, 31, 36 can be multiple openings along the leading and trailing edges. In both embodiments, the slots 20 can be varied such that the pressurized air can yield side forces and/or lateral and directional moment control, which is shown in FIG. 1. It should also be noted that the aircraft can include differential blowing of a left blown outboard CCW and a right blown outboard CCW. The differential blowing is the blowing rate of the left blown outboard CCW that is different from the blowing rate of the right blown outboard CCW to yield aerodynamic moments.

FIG. 5 is a cross section view of an alternative embodiment of the blown outboard channel Circulation Control Wing 30 shown in FIG. 1. The blown outboard CCW 12 of FIG. 5 is similar to the blown outboard CCW 12 of FIG. 4 described above and therefore includes an outboard wing 13, a trailing-edge slot 31, a leading-edge slot 36, and air supply plenums 25, 29. The blown outboard CCW 12 shown in FIG. 5 further includes a small dual-radius blown CCW flap 38, which mechanical rotates from a horizontal position to a vertical position, and vice versa. This dual-radius flap 38 provides jet turning and also adds the capability for greater drag to be generated should that be necessary for Super STOL approach down steep glide slopes.

In an alternative embodiment, the aircraft includes a spanwise variation (not shown) in the blowing rate of the trailing-edge slot 31 on a section of the blown outboard CCW 12 to tailor a spanwise lift distribution, and thus minimize the induced drag on the blown outboard CCW 12. This spanwise variation can be implemented by changing a height of the trailing-edge slot 31 or changing the rate of flow of the discharging pressurized air from the trailing-edge slot 31 at the section of the blown outboard CCW 12. The spanwise variation in slot height or flow rate or blowing momentum can also minimize drag generated from the propeller thrust over the channel 5 by distributing the discharging pressurized air across the channel 5. In an alternative embodiment, a spanwise variation in the blowing rate of the trailing edge is implemented on both the channel 5 and the blown outboard CCW 12 so that spanwise control of lift distribution and drag across the entire lifting wing 3 is achieved.

FIG. 6 is a front view of an embodiment of the aircraft shown in FIG. 1 showing pressurized air that is discharged from both the blown channel CCW 10 and the blown outboard CCW 12. A control mechanism (not shown) can adjust either the discharging-pressurized-air rate or propeller thrust so that the lift and thrust deflection can be changed, and not by changing aircraft angle of attack, so that no moving surfaces are necessary to yield either high lift or thrust deflection. The control mechanism can selectively discharge pressurized air from a section of the trailing-edge slot 15 along the channel 5 to yield side forces 35 and/or lateral and directional moment control. For example, if the aircraft is desired to yaw right, the pressurized air from the trailing-edge slot on the right side sections of the channels 5 is discharged and no pressurized air from the trailing-edge slot (not shown) on the left side sections of the channels 5 is discharged. If the aircraft is desired to yaw left, the pressurized air from the trailing-edge slot on the left side sections of the channels 5 is discharged and no pressurized air from the trailing-edge slot 5 on the right side section of the channel 5 is discharged. The selective discharging of pressurized air from the section of the trailing-edge slot can produce augmented yawing, rolling, or pitching moments to control the aircraft even at very low flight speeds, and without any moving external control surfaces.

The control mechanism can differentially or selectively discharge pressurized air to vary the spanwise lift distribution and thus the induced drag on the total wing. The control mechanism can further control the rate of the discharging pressurized air from both the leading-edge slot 34 and trailing-edge slots 15, 31 to vary the lift, drag, thrust deflection and aerodynamic moments that can be made to occur very rapidly. Thus, a rapid response for flight control of the aircraft is possible because the aircraft does not depend on any moving external surfaces, but only on air pressure flow variation into the channel wing surfaces.

It should be emphasized that the above-described embodiments of the present invention, particularly, any “preferred” embodiments, are merely possible examples of implementations, merely set forth for a clear understanding of the principles of the invention. Many variations and modifications may be made to the above-described embodiment(s) of the invention without departing substantially from the spirit and principles of the invention. All such modifications and variations are intended to be included herein within the scope of this disclosure and the present invention and protected by the following claims.

The invention claimed is:

1. An aircraft comprising:
   a channel wing having a blown channel circulation control wing (CCW), the blown channel CCW having a channel that has a substantially rounded trailing edge, the channel further having a trailing-edge slot that is adjacent to the substantially rounded trailing edge of the channel, the trailing-edge slot having an inlet connected to a source of pressurized air and the trailing-edge slot being capable of tangentially discharging pressurized air at a blowing rate over the substantially rounded trailing edge; and
   a propeller being located in the channel and being ahead of the substantially rounded trailing edge and aft of a leading edge of the blown channel CCW, the propeller providing a propeller thrust and increased inflow velocity in a near-circular flow stream across the channel wing, wherein the propeller thrust in the near-circular flow stream across the channel wing is deflected by the pressurized air being discharged over the substantially rounded trailing edge, which provides a high lift that is obtained independent of an aircraft angle of attack, thus preventing the asymmetry, separated flow, and stall typically experienced by an unblown channel wing at the high angle of attack it required for high lift generation.
2. The aircraft as defined in claim 1, wherein the pressurized air that is discharged from the trailing-edge slot over the rounded trailing edge remains attached to the channel rounded trailing edge of the channel by balancing reduced static pressure with centrifugal force, the pressurized air being capable of discharging at various blowing rates, the propeller thrust being capable of deflecting pneumatically, due to entrainment from the pressurized air of the trailing-edge slot of the channel, to thrust angles from 0° to 85° from the horizontal, thus providing high lift of much higher magnitude than just vectored thrust, thus allowing Super STOL at low angle of attack, due to entrainment by the blown channel of the nearly round propeller exhaust stream.

3. The aircraft as defined in claim 2, wherein the propeller thrust is deflected pneumatically, due to entrainment from the pressurized air of the trailing-edge slot, to thrust angles of approximately 50 degrees from a horizontal plane, thus allowing Vertical Takeoff and Landing (VTOL) operation at low angle of attack.

4. The aircraft as defined in claim 2, wherein the blowing rate of the trailing-edge slot is increased to yield higher propeller thrust deflection up to 165° and thus the capability for in-flight thrust reversal.

5. The aircraft as defined in claim 1, wherein the wing further comprises a blown outboard Circulation Control Wing (CCW), wherein the trailing-edge slot and the rounded trailing edge extends to the outboard CCW, the trailing-edge slot of the outboard CCW being capable of tangentially discharging pressurized air over the rounded trailing edge, wherein the pressurized air of the trailing-edge slot provides aerodynamic lift, drag change, and moments for trim and for stability & control.

6. The aircraft as defined in claim 5, wherein the aircraft comprises a left blown outboard CCW and a right blown outboard CCW, the aircraft having differential blowing of the trailing-edge slots of the left and right blown outboard CCWs, wherein the differential blowing is the blowing rate of the left blown outboard CCWs being different from the blowing rate of the right blown outboard CCWs, wherein the differential blowing rate yields aerodynamic moments.

7. The aircraft as defined in claim 5, further comprising a spanwise variation in the blowing rate of the trailing-edge slot of the outboard CC wing to tailor a spanwise lift distribution, and thus minimize the induced drag on the outboard CC wing, without any moving surfaces.

8. The aircraft as defined in claim 5, further comprising a spanwise variation in the blowing rate of the trailing-edge slot of both the channel and the outboard CC wing so that spanwise control of lift distribution and drag across the entire lifting wing is achieved.

9. The aircraft as defined in claim 1, wherein either the discharging pressurized-air rate or propeller thrust is adjustable so that the lift and thrust deflection can be changed, and not by changing aircraft angle of attack, so that no moving surfaces other than the propeller are necessary to yield either high lift or thrust deflection.

10. The aircraft as defined in claim 9, wherein the pressurized air from a section of the trailing-edge slot along the channel is selectively discharged to yield side forces or lateral and directional moment control, and/or pitching moment control.

11. The aircraft as defined in claim 10, wherein the pressurized air from the trailing-edge slot of the channel is differentially or partially discharged to vary the spanwise lift distribution and thus the induced drag.

12. The aircraft as defined in claim 1, wherein the channel wing further comprises a leading-edge slot that discharges pressurized air tangentially at a leading edge of the channel wing to control the leading-edge flow separation so as to facilitate eliminating leading-edge stall of the channel, flow asymmetry into the propeller and the resulting instability.

13. The aircraft as defined in claim 12, wherein the leading-edge slot extends from the channel to the outboard along to the leading edge of the channel wing so as to facilitate preventing leading-edge separation as well as generating lift.

14. The aircraft as defined in claim 12, wherein the leading-edge slot discharges pressurized air at the leading edge, wherein the discharging pressurized air from the leading-edge slot creates a suction at the leading edge and thus provides a nose-up pitching moment to trim out a nose-down moment that is caused by the discharging pressurized air at the trailing edge of the CC wing.

15. The aircraft as defined in claim 14, wherein the discharging pressurized air from both the leading-edge and trailing-edge slots varies the lift, drag, thrust deflection and aerodynamic moments that can be made to occur very rapidly, and thus yield rapid response for flight and control of the aircraft because the aircraft does not depend on any moving external surfaces, but only on air pressure flow variation into the CC wing surfaces.

16. The aircraft as defined in claims 4, wherein the propeller thrust can be varied so that the variation of propeller thrust plus the discharging rate of pressurized air of the trailing-edge slots can interchange thrust and drag as needed during takeoff and landing, without any moving parts other than the propeller.

17. The aircraft as defined in claim 1, wherein the location of the propeller in the channel between the aft trailing edge and the forward leading edge substantially eliminates perceived propeller noise on the ground and substantially eliminates the possibility of contact between passengers and the propellers when the aircraft is on the ground during loading or unloading.

18. The aircraft as defined in claims 1, wherein the aircraft is one of a combined, synergistic, integrated Pneumatic (blown) Channel Wing VSTOL and Super Short Takeoff and Landing (Super STOL) aircraft, varying all aerodynamic and powered-lift characteristics, forces and moments merely by varying blowing air pressure, blowing air flow and/or propeller thrust, without any other external moving parts, wherein the aircraft combines the unblown channel wing, the blown channel wing CCW, and the blown outboard CCW to give far greater lift and control then any of the individual wing elements and is controlled by blowing air without any moving parts other than the propeller in the channel.

* * *